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1 - intro

I am writing this book because everybody in my class thinks I am mental and stupid just because I am a
little random and different. So I wanted to show them that I can do something great with my life so that’s
why i'm writing this book but look I am just rambling, through out this book you will see that happen alot.

So I hope you enjoy this boob because it will just be pure randomness but that is why I’m doing this
because there is no other book out there like this so I decided to make this book but look not even one
page and I’m already rambling on about a book that is not even written yet.



2 - a ^-^

So lets begin with chapter ^-^!
Don’t think to mush about the chapters because i’m just making the names up as I go long!
P.S reading this book all at once mite kill your brain



3 - b**

This is a first and a bad start I don’t know what to about like how I start where do I start. Ow my head
hurts all this thinking is to hard. *scratches head* I have it I will talk about what you need to survive
maths.
First you will need a pen because well when you get board just start to write something and let your
mind wonder. Secondly some paper to write on so that you don’t get in trouble for writing on the table.
Well you can but you will get in trouble. Thirdly you will need a book. I don’t mean a school or maths
book I mean a good book might I recommend negima or love hina they are funny, great and as I am told
by one of my friend who will not be named *cough Rory cough* says it is soft porn. Wait what is soft porn
answers on a postcard please



4 - C =-

Now since I have got started I don’t think I can stop or else I will forget about what I was talking about
and that would be bad because I would go off topic and that would not make a very good book and than
all of this would have been a waist of time and your money and that would not make me a very good
author and I want to be a good author because I want my story to be heard to show that there is nothing
wrong with being random and different because as my friend Lisa say “people who matter don’t mind
and people who mind don’t matter”. I love her because she is great and funny and always makes me
smile and laugh. Wow how hard it is to make a boob up as you go along. So do you like monkeys? I for
one love monkeys because thy are so cool and they have tails and are all fury and playful + they clean
each other and then they eat the bugs and monkeys are so clean which is so cool because no one
cleans me and eats the bugs in my fur. Sorry I was rambling on again about monkeys but they just so
cool like me. *starts smiling*



5 - C ¬

Mood: okish (not too happy or not too sad)
Doing: writing this book and I’m not proud of my progress I should be much farther ahead than three
and a half chapters. So I’m in English now writing this book instead of listing to my teacher reading the
“kite runner” but what am I saying this is not random in anyway.
Ok its time its time to learn how to dance randomly ok first you van have music or not that is optional and
at a random time just stand up and bend your elbows and put your fists by your head and move them
back and forward at your own speed. Then once you have that mastered you them move your ribs side
to side and back and forward. Like the first steep once you have this mastered too. Now its time for the
final step. Bend your knees very far and work that tush. The put it all together with some attitude.



6 - Chapter 5

Chapter 5
Wow I have made it all the way to chapter 5. I’m so proud of myself I derisive a pat on the back *looks
around and sees nobody* aww no pat on the back for me *smile is gone, sad face* so now I’m trying to
think of what to do now I wish I had some inspiration! O look a bird just flew by the window I love bird
because they are small and cute and very fast. Oya and they can fly I wish I could fly it would be so
much fun because it would be and I would be so fast.

Ohell I’m just rambling on once again I’m sorry this is such bad writing and that is bad. Hey have you
ever felt like you were being followed or watched or even both. I have felt like that and what you do is
one: keep walking but don’t walk striate walk in a dignagal way because the person who is following you
will walk striate and pass you out. And you can go back to doing what you were doing before you started
to get followed and walked like you did, but I guess if you were reading this book as you were walking
that could be why you thought you were. Or maybe he/she wanted to see the book you were reading
because maybe you were laughing at how funny my book is.

p.s since you have bought this book you can make up your mind whether you liked it or not but tell
people it was great ok! ^-^ thank you

P.p.s the book is not over yet I jus thought I would say that.

This chapter is so long its nearly 300 words and still going strong but I’m getting tired now and I want to
go asleep but I don’t want to you know, that is such a bad feeling to have because it makes you all
cranky and sleepy. But the counter Messer is to have lots of sugar then you will have a lot of energy for
a small bit and then you crash and the you are back to where you started or even worse. It’s like a drug
and drugs are bad.
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